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I founded and successfully ran an organization called Jelly Beans Creative Learning for 18 years in 

Minnesota. It was comprised of multi-city enrichment programming, teacher and child care provider 

training, keynote presentations to educators and in school projects for youth. At times the projects 

included me modeling the play/drama for learning technique, I originated, to the classroom teachers. 

This way they could see how to encourage social, emotional, critical thinking, brain and language 

development in their students, just as I did, in my programs with students only. The impetus for the 

organization came as a result of my concern that there were serious deficits in youth development that 

subsequently seemed to be leading to violent choices among youth, from all socio economic levels. I 

also noticed that the youth who made poor choices appeared to not have had full child development 

opportunities.  I set out to use the art form of drama, I had a degree in, as a tool for development by 

taking away making plays or productions. Instead, I would use it to offer play for learning, in using drama 

to mimic the play that is essential for child development.  My initial research allowed me to focus on and 

respect the developmental needs of the ages, I wanted to target and to figure out a way to use creative 

dramatics to effectively mimic play. I had observed the decrease in spontaneous play which I surmised 

was contributing to the deficits.  So, I developed curriculum and ran programs in as many as eight cities 

concurrently, playing through stories, science, foreign language, African humanitarian and other themes. 

For many years, I built my proficiency and skill with the programs, before sharing the best practices with 

others. I was seen as the expert in my field and was even allowed to teach a Master’s Level Class before 

having my Master’s degree because of the classification. Another instructor collaborated with me, with 

an advanced degree to accomplish this. The Jelly Beans Creative Learning work was so well received that 

it was written about too in 12 regional publications. The technique was ultimately utilized across all ages 

and had been applied even at a high school level. It was implemented in inner city settings as well. 

The ability of my clients, who were school districts, to justify my work to the decision makers, grew 

more difficult. This change came about, when the focus on testing became a permanent fixture in the 

education landscape. I recall a District Literacy Director sharing this with me. “Wendy twenty years ago 

we would have fully utilized your programs and training, considerably, since we understand the 

importance of everything you are doing. We know it makes a difference for youth in their brain, 

langauge and emotional development to engage in dramatic play. We know it also assists in reading 

readiness too but can’t prove it.” She went on to explain. “Anything we put money into now has to have 

concrete evidence- that as a result of that work, the test scores of the students have increased.”  Wow, 

that became a sad realization for both this client and me about the current educational climate! As we 

talked further, the Literacy Director and I each lamented about how the needs of youth were not being 

served and that real learning could not take place in simply teaching to a test! Her hands felt tied. She, 

not surprisingly, retired shortly after that. 

As a result of this conversation and realization, I needed to problem solve. How could I continue to 

impact youth in positive ways and aide in their full child development with this very serious road block 

to serving their needs? How could I continue in serving their teachers and schools? Ultimately, that 

conversation sparked an idea that was helped along by an experience in Africa, I had been sharing in my 

programming.   



The solution I discovered- was to create meaningful books, since there would always be a need for those 

and literacy. That could be justified by districts more easily than my programs in this current climate, 

that, I hope is temporary. I decided I would design the books in such a manner that they would contain 

all of the areas of growth, I knew, needed to be nurtured in youth. So I would use them to encourage 

emotional competence (social /emotional), brain, language, and critical thinking development and 

encourage play/drama for learning as well. I would include teacher extras and a critical thinking page. 

My heart had been on fire in serving with the Africa Humanitarian curriculum within my organization. I 

had been using the play/drama for learning technique to share the beauty of the Barabaig Tribe, their 

culture and about the scarcity of basic needs for the majority of the world’s population.  I had taught 

about how as a humanitarian, I traveled to stay with a tribe our Edina Rotary Club had helped by  

providing clean water. I had taught how girls could not go to school before this clean water was 

provided, since it had been their jobs to walk at night, miles and miles, to where the water source was. I 

had been teaching about our world family and to have empathy and care about the plight of mankind. 

However, it had not felt, in my estimation, I was doing enough, in just doing programs. The need had felt 

so great in our world, that it did not seem that the messages had been impacting enough youth or 

adults. I joyfully had contributed four years, leading with this curriculum in my organization, when I had 

an idea, in how to spread the messages in a broader way!  

This content, would be the topic of my first children’s book. I would create one to utilize character and 

story to ignite the imaginations of young people to teach about the beauty of the Barabaig tribe, the 

scarcity of basic needs in the world and the need, the Barabaig and so many have, for access to clean 

water. I would meld fiction and reality together to show what empathy looks like between the fictitious 

characters but offer the bigger message of empathy as it relates to caring about the plight of all 

mankind. I would punctuate our oneness-relaying that we are one human family. I would use a cheetah 

character to draw in youth to care about him and his plight of being endangered which would connect 

youth to our natural world. I played with the book as curriculum first, in the field to allow the reactions 

of youth to the story- to inform how it was written but also so that I could share the play/drama for 

learning best practices in the back of the book and as extras on my website with and for teachers.  

Finally, the first book, “Jelly Beans the Cheetah and Hope” created a way for me to continue to serve 

youth in their needs in the area of emotional competence (social /emotional), critical thinking, language 

and brain development with content that offered more than that. It gave a world theme, African culture, 

cheetah conservation, clean water, tolerance and messages of the power of empathy, kindness and 

love. The messages, have the real potential to circumvent bullying and racism and help usher in a time 

of non-violence with it’s examples of empathy and kindness in the story. It calls upon youth to feel 

empowered with empathy to spring into compassionate action! My Jelly Beans Creative Learning 

organization experienced a metamorphosis. As SissyMarySueLLC (pen name) this business offers books, 

training, programs, speaking and ultimately technology products and films to continue to nurture youth 

in their child development needs, while advancing social justice by enlisting their brilliance and 

emotional competence. The second book in the series continues that aim and even has a theme of the 

value of play for language learning, a prominent component. The new business and it’s books seek to 

serve teachers, parents and child care providers.  I solved the problem by offering this genre of books.    


